
INVESTING IN THE PEOPLE 
AND ENVIRONMENT OF  
THE CYCLADES!

We raise money from people all over the 

world, as well as from local individuals and 

businesses that care and rely on the Cycladic 

Islands’ future. Funds are used to support 

local resources, enable environmental  

initiatives, build networks and promote best 

practices which can make a positive impact 

and bring long-lasting change.

The Cyclades Preservation Fund  
(CPF) has been set up to preserve the  
natural value and exceptional beauty 
of the Cyclades and to promote  
sustainable environmental initiatives. 
The cornerstone of our mission is the 
empowerment of local communities, 
backed up by investment in the  
local environment.
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WHY CYCLADES

A steering committee, comprising of our most active donors and supporters,  
directs strategy, approves grants and aims to broaden the donor base. Our local team  
is minimal, with one person as a local Director in charge of day-to-day management and 
coordination of work on the ground.  The Director is assisted by an advisory committee 
whose members share their experience and knowledge on a voluntarily basis.

The CPF was co-founded by Alice Apponyi, 
Anastasios Leventis and Ben Goldsmith  
and set up as a UK registered Charity in 
October of 2017. 

There are many reasons to  
visit this famous group of Greek 
islands; the world-renowned seas 
and beaches, the culture, the local 
gastronomy, the rich biodiversity 
including wildlife, as well as the 
unique natural heritage!
Although the beautiful Aegean islands offer 
breath-taking experiences for the millions  
of visitors every year, there are questions  
regarding the environmental governance,  
sustainability and the future of this area.  
What happens with plastic pollution and 
waste management, water and energy  
usage, food production and local fisheries?

Can the future of this area be guaranteed  
with the lack of resources, education,  
awareness, poor infrastructure, as well  
as the near to non-existent environmental 
policies that are currently in place? 

The CPF is confident that the Cycladic  
islands can preserve their natural  
environment and heritage whilst also  
maintaining a global touristic destination.  
To this end, the Fund will develop proper  
planning policies and build strong  
collaborations to enable exemplary  
projects with the goal of supporting the  
management and development of the 
Cyclades in a more environmentally  
friendly way! 

ABOUT US

Applications for grants are accepted in 4 periods per year every  
January, April, July and October with the completion of our online 
application form on our website. 
Afterwards, the members of the CPF Steering Committee examine and select the grants 
that have a lasting tangible impact for long-term sustainable change. Our usual types 
of grants include projects related to fieldwork, educational activities, networking, public 
awareness, campaigning, community engagement, study visits and technical support.

We are proud to associate 
with credible experts, 
passionate conservationists, 
and environmental sensitive 
entities who honour us with 
their trust and partnership. 
The CPF targets and empowers partners  
to engage in conservation, with a focus 
on local organizations, unions, social 
cooperative enterprises and associations 
and involves experts who may educate and 
inspire local conservation communities. 

Additionally, the Fund tries to unify and 
network key players across and/or within 
the Cycladic islands and share experience, 
learning, best practices and knowledge.

The CPF respectfully collaborates with local 
authorities, international, national and local 
NGOs, associations and social enterprises, 
cultural centres, institutes, as well as with 
universities, research centres and other 
foundations.

OUR SUPPORTED PROJECTS  
AIM AND FOCUS ON:

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

     Marine conservation, promotion of 
sustainable fishing, establishment 
of marine protected areas,  
reduction of plastic pollution.

      Best practises with regards to  
sustainable water, waste and  
energy management, limiting  
pressure on natural resources  
and ecosystems.

    Recording and protection of local  
biodiversity, wildlife treatment and  
rehabilitation, germination and  
regeneration of local flora.

      Promotion of local identity and 
natural heritage, including local 
food production, quality trails, and 
special natural characteristics.

HOW TO APPLY FOR A GRANT
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OUR GRANTS (TO DATE)

 

GYAROS MARINE  
PROTECTED AREA AND  
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
 
We are proud to support, throughout 2018,  
the extension and strengthening of the  
‘Consortium of Stakeholders’ of the Gyaros  
Marine Protected Area (MPA), managed  
by WWF Greece. The Consortium of 15 different 
stakeholders will pave the way for conservation 
measures and zoning around Gyaros, Syros and 
Andros into management plans approved by the 
new Cyclades Management Body.

WHEN NATURE  
MEETS CULTURE
Environmental education 
within a Museum-kit  

We are so happy to work together with the 
educational departments of the Museum 
of Cycladic Art & of WWF Greece to enrich 
the Cycladic Museum-Kit, which has been 
travelling across schools in Greece and abroad 
for many years. Now the Kit will include an 
original designed game focused on biodiversity 
and sustainable development in the Cyclades 
aiming to mobilise the kids to adopt 
environmentally friendly practices in  
their everyday lives. The project, which will 
be officially presented by the end of 2018,  
will be disseminated across the Cyclades and  
co-funded by the A. C. Laskaridis Foundation. 

RECYCLE THE  
SEAS - CYCLADES  
 
The CPF is happy to work together with  
the Aegean Rebreath team (winner of the  
Advocate Europe competition) for the  
establishment of Greece’s first marine litter 
collection station on Antiparos island. The pilot 
project will be coordinated by local authorities, 
together with student and fishing communities, 
with the aim to better inform locals, visitors and 
the public about the threats of marine litter 
and its decomposition into non-visible pieces, 
as well as to promote the principles of a circular 
economy (recycling & upcycling). 

FIRST AID SUPPORT TO  
INJURED WILD ANIMALS
 
In the Cyclades complex you can come across 
rich flora and fauna, but locals and visitors seem 
to have little knowledge about biodiversity,  
including wildlife. Almost 23 years ago,  
ALKYONE, the Aegean Wildlife Hospital was 
established on Paros island aiming to encourage 
environmental education, as well as to treat and 
rehabilitate all wild animals that have been  
injured, often deliberately, and release them 
back into their natural environment. The CPF is  
proud to be among its supporters and grant  
the creation and promotion of a ‘first aid’  
educational briefcase to be given free of charge 
to all the schools, municipalities, forestry offices 

and coast guard offices in the Cycladic islands. 

Location: Gyaros, Syros, Andros islands 

Area of Interest: Marine Conservation  

GRANTS: €4,500   

GRANT: €3,000   
Location: Paros & All Cyclades  

Area of Interest: Biodiversity  

Location: All Cyclades  

Area of Interest : Sustainability 

GRANT: €6,000   

Location: Antiparos island 

Area of Interest : Marine Conservation 

GRANT: €3,100   
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CO-LIVING WITH  
MONK SEALS
 
Did you know that most of the population of 
the critically endangered Mediterranean Monk 
Seal live in Greece? We are very proud to support 
MOm, the Hellenic Society for the Protection of 
Monk Seals aiming to increase awareness by  
creating and sharing widely a short video about 
the rich marine and coastal biodiversity of  
Cyclades, and of course the rarest seal on  
the planet. 

PLASTIC FREE  
GREECE’S PROJECT: 
 
A Plastic Free Cyclades Movement  
 
Joining forces with the Plastic Free Greece 
team makes us feel proud and empowered to 
offer the locals more tools to effect change in 
their schools and communities. For the next 
academic year, the CPF will fund the renewal of 
the distribution rights of A PLASTIC OCEAN and 
the subtitles and distribution rights of BLUE  
THE FILM, two great documentaries focusing  
on plastic pollution and marine conservation,  
to be presented in schools across Cyclades.  
Additionally, we will directly encourage  
individuals on the ground to clean up and  
‘adopt’ beaches on the Cyclades by placing 
poster boards on popular beaches.  

GREENING CYCLADIC 
SPORT EVENTS 
 
What a great opportunity to promote  
environmental awareness through sport and 
to encourage green activities that reduce the 
ecological footprint and bring real benefits to 
communities and to the environment. We are 
happy to work together with Syros Nautical 
Club to initiate green practises, regarding  
waste and water management, during the 
Syros Aquathlon big event, taking place in  
September of 2018 in Syros, aiming to create  
an environmental friendly culture and trend  
for other Cycladic sport events to follow 
the example. 

MAPPING THE PATHWAYS  
OF A FUTURE GEOPARK  
 
The CPF is happy to grant funding to the  
social cooperative enterprise ‘APANO MERIA’  
and support their efforts to establish an  
environmental park and sustainable manage the 
Natura 2000 protected area of Apano Meria on 
Syros island. Specifically, we granted a much  
needed study focusing on the registration of 
properties on the three main pathways which 
will gradually lay the foundations in establishing 
Apano Meria as a UNESCO Geopark and promote 
the experiential and alternative tourism in the 
island of Syros. 

Location: All Cyclades  

Area of Interest: Biodiversity  

GRANT: €3,000 

Location: Syros island 

Area of Interest: Natural Heritage  

GRANT: €3,000   

Location: All Cyclades 

Area of Interest : Marine Conservation  

GRANT: €3,000   

Location: Syros island 

Area of Interest : Sustainability  

GRANT: €1,500   
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GET INVOLVED!
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Need more information or inspiration? Please contact 

Anni Mitropoulou, the CPF Local Director at anni@cycladespreservationfund.org  

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if you were able  
to support efforts by conservationists and 
local fishermen to restore abundance to  
the seas of the Cyclades Islands by creating  
a network of marine protected areas?  
And to have helped promoting quality trails 
networks or foster a recovery of the local food 
economy on which the beautiful landscapes 
of the islands depend? And to have 
supported the conservation of the unique, 
local biodiversity, including wildlife? Or to 
have helped reducing the dangerous marine 
litter by promoting a #plasticfreecyclades 
movement across the islands to bring  
about zero non-recyclable waste? 

There is so much to do, and fortunately, 
there are some very dynamic individuals 
and bodies on the ground trying to do it 
all. The Cyclades Preservation Fund is  
here to support them. Do you?

Either you are an individual or a business, 
we kindly encourage you to get involved 
and contribute to the CPF by offering your 
passion, time, contacts, services, gifts in  
kind and/or cash support.

One of the best way to help us reach our 
long-term goals is to support us with an 
annual or monthly donation. 

OUR PRESERVATION FAMILY

The CPF is one of the new members of a bigger, international Preservation Funds Family. 
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